
SUPPLEMENTARY SUBMISSION FROM UNISON 
 

UNISON Scotland is pleased to attend to give oral evidence. This paper 
includes summaries of our previous evidence to the Finance Committee and 
our submission to the Scottish Government consultation on the Scottish 
Futures Trust. 
 
PFI/PPP 
 
UNISON Scotland has consistently opposed PFI/PPP for a range of reasons, 
which are summed up in our autumn 2007 report ‘At What Cost’. They include 
service quality, costs, accountability, inflexibility and the effects on staff terms 
and conditions. We strongly believe that the private profit motive should have 
no place in running public services. Opinion polls, including a BBC Scotland 
poll in April 2007, show that Scottish public opinion agrees. ‘At What Cost’ 
revealed new figures which confirmed that billions of pounds of taxpayers’ 
money are being wasted. The report looked at Full/Final Business Cases from 
35 projects. These official documents claim to demonstrate that the PFI/PPP 
route is providing value for money. Instead, they show that UNISON’s 
calculation of £5.8 billion wasted on PFI is likely to be an underestimate. 
 
We do not intend to rehearse all the arguments here, but are pleased that the 
Finance Committee has already heard a number of important submissions 
highlighting serious problems with PFI/PPP. These include those by Mark 
Hellowell, of the Centre for International Public Health Policy and the detailed 
financial analyses of Dr Jim and Margaret Cuthbert of the Public Interest 
Research Network. Members will of course be aware of the collapse of 
London Underground contractor Metronet last year, the recent Office of Fair 
Trading criticism of bids for building contracts and the fact the House of 
Commons Liaison Committee has called for Select Committees to have 
increased powers to scrutinise PFI contracts. 
 
We believe that the evidence has stacked up against PFI/PPP. It is time to 
abandon the policy. We strongly welcome the recent announcement by the 
Scottish Government that the massive new hospital complex in Glasgow will 
be entirely publicly funded. In this context therefore, we are disappointed that 
the Scottish Government proposals for the Scottish Futures Trust and its 
endorsement of continuing with the Non Profit Distributing model of PFI/PPP 
are so different from previous SNP plans. PFI-lite seems an appropriate 
description. 
 
A genuine immediate alternative 

The main aim of the SFT concept, according to the Scottish Government 
consultation paper, is "to provide alternative means to PFI for channeling 
public and private capital into infrastructure investment programmes and 
projects in Scotland". 

We believe that there would be cross-party support for providing genuine 
alternatives to PFI/PPP immediately, without needing to wait until such times 



as a potential Scottish Futures Trust is established. Our five point plan for 
short-term action also rejects the NPD model as this retains most of the flaws 
of PFI/PPP.  
 
The plan includes:  

1. Existing Contracts A review should be carried out of existing contracts, 
with rigorous monitoring and advantage taken of price review clauses, 
especially for FM services. For some, it may be appropriate to ‘buy them out’, 
if this benefits the public purse. Where some parts of the contract are up for 
review, it is important to also ensure that the contracting public body is 
complying appropriately in implementation of the review with all the public 
sector equality duties. 

2. No New Contracts No new PPP contracts should be approved. This 
includes all projects in the planning phase where no contract has been 
entered into.  

3. Grants on a True Level Playing Field Basis Scottish Government grants 
should be offered for new capital projects irrespective of the method of 
procurement. This should lead to more local authorities using their prudential 
borrowing powers granted by Scottish legislation.  

4. Prudential Borrowing for Health Boards Health boards do not currently 
have prudential borrowing powers, but should be given them by passing 
legislation. It is debatable whether the Scottish Parliament can do this but the 
UK Parliament introduced a form of this for Foundation Hospitals so would 
find it difficult to oppose Scottish legislation. (We are proposing only the 
financial powers not the importation of the discredited Foundation Hospital 
system.) As a last resort other innovative solutions might be found for health 
projects involving joint working. Local authorities could use their powers while 
health boards provide revenue funding 

5. Strengthened PPP Staffing Protocol New procurement arrangements 
should at a minimum ensure that staff are excluded from transfer. The 
principles of a strengthened PPP Staffing Protocol must be applied across the 
public sector. 

We are pleased that the submission from the Chartered Institute of Public 
Finance and Accountancy Directors of Finance to the SFT consultation noted 
that: “It is not clear what benefits the SFT would offer that is not otherwise 
capable of being achieved through a combination of the prudential code, 
effective asset management and good procurement practices.” 
 
We agree and believe that our proposals mean there would be no need or 
demand for PFI/PPP projects as the conventional route would be available to 
local authorities and health boards and would provide better value for money. 
 
One claim made about PFI/PPP is that it makes a proper assessment of the 
full life costs of an investment but, as Angela Scott, of CIPFA, pointed out to 



the Committee, “there is no reason why there should not be such a focus 
under traditional procurement”. 
 
Value for Money and Accountability 
 
It is important when assessing value for money that credible comparisons are 
made. This has frequently proven difficult due to secrecy and claims of 
commercial confidentiality. We address some of the problems with the public 
sector comparator and other aspects of these comparisons in Full/Final 
Business Cases in ‘At What Cost’. And as Mark Hellowell pointed out in his 
submissions, the validity of VfM assessments has been questioned by 
academics and auditors. He highlighted too the lack of valid evidence to 
support government claims that PFI delivers to time and budget. 
 
We would urge the Committee to recommend no further use of PFI/PPP, but, 
as a minimum, to at least demand a moratorium while proper independent 
research assesses the true costs. 
 
We would also encourage the Committee to revisit some recommendations 
from the Finance Committee’s 2001 report on PPP and the then Transport & 
Environment Committee 2001 report on the water industry. We note just one 
example, among many, of accountability problems. Neither Scottish Water, 
nor the Scottish Executive, as it then was, were able to provide Full Business 
Cases for ANY of the nine waste water treatment PFI schemes when 
UNISON requested them under Freedom of Information legislation. Both 
bodies said these documents, the basis for millions of pounds of public 
spending, were “not held”. Yet these Committees emphasised the importance 
of public access to FBCs. See Note 16 in At What Cost for full details. 
 
This level of secrecy is inherent in PPP/PFI including NPD models and 
undermines public accountability and involvement in the development and 
design of public buildings. We would also urge that companies involved in 
PFI/PPP contracts should be brought under the scope of Scottish Freedom of 
Information legislation. 
 
Non Profit Distributing models 
 
While we can understand that some might at first be attracted to the concept 
of this because of the non-profit aspect, UNISON has always warned that the 
NPD model still maintains most of the other flaws of PFI/PPP and is therefore 
essentially window dressing. NPD models retain the higher borrowing costs, 
private profit at the contractor level and elements of the risk transfer costs all 
leading to the same profiteering and inflexibility inherent in PFI. The charitable 
donations are simply recycling public money and they retain the secrecy and 
accountability deficit inherent in PFI schemes.  
 
The SPICe scoping paper for the capital investment inquiry points out that in 
Argyll & Bute the private sector makes a profit at the sub-contractor level, 
while in Falkirk the private sector has a majority on the board. The Scottish 
Government Financial Partnerships Unit said that the model could deliver only 



“marginally lower” costs of financing. There are those in the industry who have 
argued that the NPD model is actually more costly and we suspect their 
conversion is simply tactical. Mark Hellowell makes useful points about NPD 
models in his supplementary submission, noting they are a “relatively minor” 
variation of the standard model. 
 
For these reasons we would urge Committee members not to support 
extending the use of this model as this would simply be a cosmetic change to 
existing PFI schemes.  
 
The Scottish Futures Trust 

Establishing a new giant private ‘non-profit’ and ‘public interest’ company to 
run all future Scottish PFI schemes is merely putting a gloss of accountability 
over a fundamentally flawed base. The only ‘advantage’ appears to be that by 
bulk-buying, cheaper financing might be possible, although this would not be 
cheaper than prudential borrowing. UNISON is also sceptical that a private 
company such as the proposed SFT can have a genuine public interest ethos. 
It may not take a profit, but the banks and the private firms it contracts to run 
our services certainly will.  

Indeed, whether through refinancings or equity sales or other methods, the 
private sector will always be seeking to boost profitability. In March The 
Guardian revealed the lengths to which private firms will go to maximise 
profits in ways we believe sicken the general public. The paper reported that 
more than 50 PFI schemes have been moved offshore by their investment 
company owners to avoid paying tax on their profits. Three big companies – 
HSBC Infrastructure, 3i Infrastructure and Babcock and Brown Public 
Partnerships – have moved the schemes to portfolios held in the Channel 
Islands. If the SFT does go ahead, we believe all possible loopholes must be 
closed, such as the one allowing PFI companies to transfer ownership to tax 
havens. 

There are obvious governance and accountability issues surrounding the 
structure of the SFT company and there are uncertainties too about the 
impact of the change to new International Financial Reporting Standards 
which would make it more difficult to secure off-balance sheet treatment. The 
Welsh Water model has been pointed out as having similarities with the 
proposed SFT. However, UNISON has long criticised that in terms of lack of 
democratic control and we campaign strongly against a similar mutualisation 
of Scottish Water, which would essentially be privatisation. 

We note that Audit Scotland has pointed out the need for the proposed SFT’s 
"governance arrangements to be particularly robust given the public nature of 
the activities of SFT but bearing in mind the expected lack of direct 
government control". 

Conclusion 
 



We are aware that members have concerns about how to fund investment in 
much needed new facilities such as schools. However, PFI/PPP has been a 
financial illusion or con-trick and more and more evidence of that is emerging. 
The prudent financial solution for tax-payers is to establish a new capital 
procurement regime as above, enabling most public bodies to develop 
essential infrastructure without the expense of PFI/PPP. In the longer term we 
would support an amendment to the Scotland Act to give the Scottish 
Government borrowing powers similar to other devolved administrations 
around the world. 
 
 
‘At What Cost’ is on the UNISON Scotland website at: 
www.unison-scotland.org.uk/comms/atwhatcostoct07.pdf  
 
UNISON’s submission to the Scottish Government consultation on the 
Scottish Futures Trust is at: 
 www.unison-scotland.org.uk/response/sftresponsemarch08.html

http://www.unison-scotland.org.uk/comms/atwhatcostoct07.pdf
http://www.unison-scotland.org.uk/response/sftresponsemarch08.html

